and Joanne Morra's The Prosthetic Impulse (2006) [4] . The breadth and depth of such inquiry would suggest that the prosthetic-centric hyper-buzzing of the sapien hive-mind is awakening to a complex reality such that the term prosthesis becomes a point of departure into difference and not a unifying concept.
Solidarity to the plurality of prosthetic meaning necessarily throws sections of this article into the first person: My prosthetic journey is one by which I have come to understand the prosthetic as born in the imagining space between body, mind and emergent tools. I think here of our prehistoric ancestors: They were wonderful innovators, were they not? What remarkable body/mind first imagined and then stitched with that original thread? Contemplating our sapien hive-mind in full force imagining spun out over millennia, I perceive our technology to be born within ourselves; that metaphorically we are sprouting cars, coffee cups, hammers and radios, and all manner of apparatuses from our brains, hands, chests, feet, heart, lungs, sexual organs and all the other fleshy facets of the sapien body/mind-self.
The plurality of the prosthetic is born of relentless change. If the prosthesis is the mind-body-tool imagining interface, and if this imagining apparatus is a mechanism through which humans influence their own evolution through the ages, then the boundaries that lie between human-machine or human-tool must remain permanently in flux: As human bodies and minds change and adapt over generations, so too must the prosthetic imagining interface be in a state of change. Prosthetic flux is inevitable.
So what is meant by this mind-body-tool imagining apparatus-this prosthetic imagining? Perhaps a simplified imagining can be of assistance: An ancient person picks up a rock and throws it away. The rock strikes another, bigger rock, shattering into shards. Our prehistoric Einstein picks up a shard and cuts herself. Thus, the journey of cutting tools begins. Prosthetic imagining is an interactive creative process between body/mind and the world that enables people to achieve activities and thoughts beyond their existing corporeal abilities using tools and the body.
tHe sono-ProstHetic
In "Instrumental Technology, " his chapter of The Routledge Companion to Philosophy and Music (2011), Anthony Gritten observes that, a musical instrument provides the performer with two things: first, a tool through which she can exercise and embody her intentions with respect to her performance and, second, a prosthetic extension of her body. Even conventional acoustic instruments are, in principle at least, distantly related to virtual reality . . . and other emerging technologies that claim to improve upon life (rather than merely mimic it) [5] .
The musical instrument becomes a prosthetic enabler for creating sounds otherwise unavailable to the human organism, massively expanding the palette of human communication. Perhaps it has been a feature of our evolution as a species that our sense of hearing has been fine-tuned through sonic creativity and through the prosthetics of musical instruments. Presumably listening "better" has only increased our chances of survival.
Murray's "Embodiment and Prosthetics" outlines varying degrees of embodiment for prosthetic limb users. It is likely that musicians traverse a similar range of variation of prosthetic embodiment (no embodiment to full embodiment) with regard to their sound-making instruments [3] . Luc Nijs and his colleagues from Ghent University have identified three features leading to musician-instrument embodiment: "(i) direct perception of the musical environment, (ii) skillbased playing and (iii) flow experience can be conceived of as the basic components of embodied interaction and communication pattern" [6] .
Nijs and his colleagues offer the hypothesis that these three features of embodiment are only possible when the musical instrument disappears from consciousness while performing . . . [which] leads to a short-term intuitive apprehension of being one with the musical instrument. The repeated embodied experience of being merged with the musical instrument leads to the long-term apprehension that it has become a natural extension [6] .
While a musician may be physically interfaced with an instrument through the contact of hands, fingers and other body parts, such as the lips (e.g. wind instruments), initial advances in music neuroscience indicate that the brain is also likely to be physically altered through long-term musical engagement: that we are transformed through our prosthetic interactivity. Experiments comparing the brains of musicians with those of nonmusicians have been undertaken and written up in articles such as "Differences in grey matter between musicians and non-musicians" [7] . A sentence from The Oxford Handbook of Music Education (2012) is relevant: "Subsequent fMRI scans revealed that the trained musicians had significantly greater activation in higher-order visual cortices for multisensory tasks" [8] . And there are both structural (physical) and functional differences between musician and non-musician brains. In his chapter "Music, musicians and brain plasticity" (2011), Gottfried Schlaug noted that findings from experimental animal testing outline some physical changes proposed to take place in a musician's brain:
Micro-structural changes included increases in the number of synapses and glial cells, increased density of capillaries in primary motor cortex and the cerebellum, and new brain cells in the hippocampus after long-term motor cortex [9] .
Prosthetic Voice
We might think of musical instruments as external to the body-the piano, for example-but of course there is one musical instrument that is not: the human voice. In "The Prosthetic Imagination, " Jain discusses Stephen Hawking's computer-generated voice:
What concerns me here, however, is the importance of the precise difference between his voice (as intention), made audible through his black box [computerized voice], and another speaker's amplified voice. For surely the voice that comes only from the throat is also, in a certain sense, prosthetic-a device (trained, disciplined, accented, and pitched through many screens of personal intervention) through which agency is established, communicated, asserted. No voice, no audience, no discourse [10].
Jain's observations provide a window through which we can glimpse the voice as an organically developed technology. What willful prosthetic imaginers our very distant hominid ancestors must have been to bring about the prosthetic apparatus of the voice, language and singing. Their undying ambition to communicate ever more fully was so powerful that it is now woven into our DNA.
Through Jain, and through the art of singing, we approach the notion that the body itself is the prosthesis for the mind. This notion has been taken up by authors such as N. Catherine Hayles, who in her text How We Became Posthuman (1999) wrote, "The posthuman view thinks of the body as the original prosthesis we all learn to manipulate, so that extending or replacing the body with other prostheses becomes a continuation of a process that began before we were born" [11] .
Considering the ancients' willful evolution of the human voice provokes the thought that the origin of the prosthesis lies within the mind-that the prosthetic is born of the mind so that the mind can grow in its capacity to interact with the world through the body.
Sonic Creativity as Prosthesis
It comes as no surprise, then, that a researcher such as Tia DeNora should refer to music "as a prosthetic technology of the body"-music itself thus being prosthetic [12] . Recalling the music neuroscience research, if it is the case that brain functionality is improved by sonic creativity, then a valuable argument can be made that sonic creativity and music are evolutionary prosthetic tools for deep-seated mindenhancement.
The Amplified Elephants is an ensemble of sound artists living with intellectual disabilities (ID) that I work with through the Footscray Community Arts Centre (FCAC) in Melbourne's Western suburbs (Australia). I have been both sound art mentor and participant with the Elephants since 2005. Detailed discussion regarding our workshop processes can be found in my article "The Rise of the Amplified Elephants" (2013). In that article I outline some of the parameters of the group: IQs range from roughly 50 to 70; conditions in the group include acquired brain injury, autism spectrum disorders, Down syndrome and other forms of ID. The Elephants range in age from mid-20s to mid-50s. There are eight core members in the group; other members come and go more fluidly [13] .
Identifying the general nature of the Elephants' ID is relevant to an inquiry into the prosthetic, but in so doing we should not lose sight of some fundamentals when thinking about ID. People with ID are not unwell; rather, they find learning more difficult than other people do. ID is not something that can be "cured" [14] . As sound-makers with ID, the Amplified Elephants are whole and complete within themselves-within their bodies and within their minds.
Prosthetic Societies
Many members of the Amplified Elephants would probably be dead in a matter of weeks without the support they receive. Families, careers and institutions work tirelessly to provide the Elephants with the best possible life experiences. Through care networks for ID, we bear witness to one of the great manifestations of the sapien prosthetic impulse; the support community is the prosthesis for people with ID. In this context we can envisage how support networks for people living with ID embody the prosthetic nature of sustainable societies more broadly. Are not government benefits an example of the prosthetic mechanisms of society? While the Elephants might be left mortally vulnerable without networks of support, how much longer would people without an ID last if the structures of modern society were removed? Perhaps the Syrians can warn us of such a fate.
Through a much wider-angled lens, ID becomes a subjective moniker: Not without its U-turns, the gradual progression of hominid species has been toward bigger brains. To date, scientists and evolutionists equate the bigger (heavier) brain relative to body size in hominid species with greater intelligence [15] . In light of the science, all previous hominid species would likely fall into the category of ID from the Homo sapiens perspective, and in turn all Homo sapiens may well qualify as intellectually disabled when assessed by the potentially bigger brains of our descendent hominid species.
If the posthuman is the evolutionary step beyond the current sapien form, and if that posthuman entity is a technologized and prosthetic entity, then, conceptually speaking, people living with disabilities are posthuman pioneers. Consider Stephen Hawking; without his chair and his computerized interface he would be lost in the wilderness of a mind with no voice. And yet today his voice hums out electroni-cally, weaving the silver of astrophysics through the vast and vibrant tapestry of a sapien planet.
Stelarc
As I am a sound artist and composer often engaged in sonic technology, it has been a natural evolution of my collaboration with the Elephants to introduce them to the sorts of aural technologies with which I engage. Starting out as a sonic workshop program in 2005, the Amplified Elephants by 2007 had matured to a point at which they were publically presenting professional sound art projects. The first of these events was titled Cranky Robotics (2007) and was performed at the FCAC. Initially, the Elephants and I had begun our technological adventuring with synthesizers, but leading up to Cranky Robotics, we decided to build new handmade mechanical instruments for the Elephants to play.
It has been a feature of our workshop process that we seek out and listen to the pioneering sonic works of established and emerging artists. While a number of machine artists have informed our sonic machine-making journey, two artists-both from Melbourne, where we are based-have been particularly influential: Stelarc and Ernie Althoff.
Perhaps more widely known for his body suspension works, Stelarc (b. 1946) has also developed a wide-ranging practice in prosthetic machine performance art. Interviewed in 1994, Stelarc discussed the motivation behind his Third Hand (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) project:
Initially it was just a visual attachment to the body. It was just beaut to have three hands. I could either make the Third Hand operate in sync with my other two hands or I could make it work independently. . . . I saw prosthetic attachments and transplanted organs as evolutionary experiments. They are done in the guise of medical altruism but they are really experiments in modifying the body. . . . This is a means of modifying and redesigning the body. To me this meant re-defining our roles as human beings [16] .
In 2011, as a part of the JOLT Arts international program, Swiss sound artist and percussionist Daniel Buess and I codirected Terrains: JOLT Swiss Australian Festival. As a feature of the Terrains festival, we engaged Stelarc and his Extended Arm (2000) apparatus-a variation on the Third Hand project ( Fig. 1) . Stelarc and the Extended Arm were presented in concert with the Swiss industrial band Cortex-drum kit, electronics, sax, bass-and framed in the context of an old art deco ballroom (Gare du Nord, Basel). The Cortex band members miked up the mechanical whirring and clicking sounds made by the Extended Arm such that Stelarc could process the sounds with foot pedals during the performance. The pulsating physical noise of the band, the ballroom, Stelarc's adapted mechanized body and the enthralled and very vocal audience all conspired to deliver a hyper-real experience that rather eloquently demonstrated another point that Stelarc made in the interview quoted above: "The body is obsolete and hollow. The more I've done these performances, the less and less I feel that this body is the repository of a psyche or even a mind" [16] .
Stelarc could be challenged here-in a literal sense one could argue that the body is not hollow nor obsolete. But this would be to miss the point. Stelarc's oeuvre is a statement: that the body/mind is not a dead end; that the functionality of the body/mind is not fixed, but in flux. As Howard Caygill writes, "Stelarc's work underlies and extends the prosthetic character of the human body, throwing into question the philosophical distinctions in which it has traditionally been thought" [17] . Furthermore, Stelarc encourages us to take responsibility for the destiny of the human form. If we don't take on that responsibility, then we will simply get what we are given-and we might not like it.
Ernie Althoff
Much of Ernie Althoff 's (b. 1950) work is typified by his ability to recontextualize ordinary household bric-a-brac into curiously poetic and humble audio-generating structures. Bits and pieces, such as bottles or record players or bamboo and so on, coalesce at Althoff 's Geppetto-like fingertips as he revels in the enterprise of the backyard DIY sound sculpture. Althoff 's capacity to assemble the castoffs of contemporary Australian society into art has been hugely inspiring for the Elephants. Empowered by the DIY context, the Elephants have been able to see that their own perceived limited access to so-called professional audio equipment, materials and art-making opportunities should not be a barrier to creative expression. A number of Althoff 's sculptural works have consisted of sonic automata that function with constrained randomness. With Althoff 's Trade 10 (2007), the periodic rotation of the turntables provided the key facet for constraining the randomness within the sculpture's design (Fig. 2) . The partly unpredictable swinging nature of the metal tubes suspended above each turntable generated random sonic scenarios when struck by short cylinders affixed to the turntables. With several turntable/metal tube constructions running simultaneously, the overarching result was a stochastically generated melodic texture of struck metal tubes. In this way, Trade 10 delivered a form of backyard chaos theory through meticulous sonic architecture.
tHe mAcHines
The Whirling Dervish, the Crankamaphone and the Gotholin are three machines that demonstrate how constraint, randomness, perceptual adventuring and the machine/body interface can be woven into an ideal of prosthetic enablement. They were built by my co-collaborator Richie Allen (an engineer and mechanical artist based in Melbourne), myself and (to some degree) by the Elephants themselves.
Whirling Dervish (2007) (2008) This machine is actuated using a power drill, relying on the drill's speed-adjustable motor for movement (Fig. 3) . The use of power tools has been a feature of industrial music since the emergence of the form in the 1970s. The German band Eistürzende Neubauten (1980-) has been of noted influence for the Elephants and myself, particularly with regards to their love of jackhammers. Althoff 's sculptures, many of which have been dependent on motors (including Trade 10), have also informed our development of the Dervish.
In creating the Whirling Dervish, Allen and I separated the handgun of the drill from the drill motor and then rewired them via a very long lead. Together with the Elephants, we mounted the drill motor on a sculptural base, and a metal bowl was attached to it. The result was a spinning bowl machine, controlled by speed-variable handguns. Sound is made with this instrument by placing objects in the metal bowl.
Large glass marbles have been a particular favorite with the Elephants. The constraint of the rotation of the spinning bowl in conjunction with the partly unpredictable travel of the marble in the bowl echoes the stochasticity of Althoff 's Trade 10. Here the difference is that a person "playing, " the Whirling Dervish, has to adjust their performance to the unpredictability of the objects in the metal bowl, whereas Althoff 's Trade 10 machines were sonic automata. The performer is engaged in a feedback loop of negotiation with the Whirling Dervishwith the machine-with the prosthesis for making sound. The human-machine interface here is not master-slave but more akin to a dialogue between two actuating entities.
The Whirling Dervish was very important for those members of the Elephants who had limited dexterity in their fingers. People with Down syndrome, for example, can have short fingers that can be difficult for them to control. Other musical instruments, such as keyboards or stringed instruments, can be quite challenging for these ensemble members to play. The Dervish provided them with a compelling medium through which to express their creative voices-particularly in the context of group improvisation. Interestingly, the Dervish proved to be very useful for dexterity and touch sensitivity development. Those ensemble members who had struggled with the dexterity required for more traditional instruments found these instruments more accessible after working with the Whirling Dervish. Crankamaphone (2007 Crankamaphone ( -2013 The Crankamaphone is fundamentally a MIDI-keyboardcontrolled solenoid percussion machine ( Fig. 4 and Article Frontispiece). The direct lineage of this machine can be traced to Gordon Monahan's (Canadian, b. 1956) sound installation Silicon Lagoon (2000), a version of which I first saw presented at the Music Gallery in Toronto in 2000. In this work, pinball machine solenoids and motors were used to activate a range of percussion instruments and found objects, all of which were suspended in a large matrix above the audience, thereby generating an intricate machine network experience in speakerless surround sound.
The Crankamaphone also uses solenoids for percussive ends: Solenoids will activate levers that swing, pull and push objects suspended or fixed within a metal pyramid frame. The degree of "looseness" or unpredictability within this machine is largely determined by the user, depending on how and in what ways objects are attached to the machine. Up to a certain weight, any object can be suspended from the machine's levers, and so this instrument has been particularly useful for sonifying the refuse of urban life. Hubcaps and coat hangers, bottles and bits of wood and metal are all available to this instrument.
It has been a great advantage of the Crankamaphone that the Amplified Elephants can rearrange the objects that it plays. Performers within the group can express their own particular tonal voices through the instrument in an Althoffinspired, DIY, hands-on way.
As they are not noted for prowess in abstract thought, being able to manipulate objects by hand has been very important for developing the sonic problem-solving processes of the Elephants. Here, the materiality of the prosthetic impulse is highlighted. Recalling Stelarc's work-and his body suspensions in particular-we come to realize that the prosthesis cannot be fully understood until it has been felt. We may watch Stelarc's body suspended by hooks piercing skin affixed to aerial rising ropes, but really it is Stelarc-the person with the hooks in his back, legs and arms-who receives the full lesson from this prosthetic apparatus. Gotholin (2008 Gotholin ( -2013 The intentional mechanical limitations of the Crankamaphone are not that far removed from those of the Gotholin (Fig. 5 ). Both machines activate sound through simple twodimensional lateral lever motion. Similar to Althoff 's Trade 10 pendulum-like metal tubes, the Crankamaphone typically generates variability though the swing of suspended actuating objects attached to the mechanism's levers. With the Gotholin, the level of variability is more tightly constrained, although still not wholly predictable. Servos (motorized rotating mechanisms) drive loosely attached violin bows and rotate the violin bodies. Bows swing sideways and bounce a little, and the speed of bow-movement backward and forward across the string can yield unexpected timbres.
The Gotholin design, as a recontextualization of a traditional instrument (the violin), partly echoes both the work of Eric Singer and his colleagues at League of Electronic Musical Urban Robots (LEMUR) in New York and that of Godfried-Willem Raes of the Logos Foundation in Belgium. LEMUR's MIDI-controlled Guitarbot (2002) is an example of a recontextualized "traditional" string-based instrument. Raes has created a range of automated tonal and microtonal instruments that reframe traditional instrument design via a functional industrial lens.
The gothic industrial/classical subtext of the Gotholin plays out through the rough, mildly da Vinci-esque sketches from which the machine was built. The sketches highlight the fundamentally improvisational method for constructing the three machines discussed here. Parts of each machine were built, adapted and developed physically through an organic and tactile "making" process. Working in this way meant that the Elephants could see and touch machines as they were being created, further advancing the capacity for the Elephants to learn about sound kinetically. conclusion Understanding that extremely fulfilling lives can be lived by people with ID because of the prosthetic support that communities provide enables us to learn about the relationships between the mind, the body, tools and machines, sonic culture and society more broadly. For example, how would we have been able to create functional societies if not for our prosthetic impulse? Working with the Elephants and our sound machines has demonstrated to me that one of the great advantages of our prosthetic engagement with the world is that it advances our perceptual abilities (particularly hearing) and insight. For people with an ID, the unpredictability of life can be very daunting. The incorporation of constrained randomness in the design of our machines provides a safe way for the Elephants to experience and learn how to manage unpredictability. This has arguably helped the Elephants in daily life, as they noticeably appear more willing to confront the unpredictable. Negotiating with the prosthesis-particularly the unpredictabilities of a prosthesis-is an important learning process that perpetuates the creation and development of new prosthetic objects, as well as furthering our conceptual capacities.
The Elephants have taught me much: Rather than lamenting that fire cooks dinner as well as cooks thine enemy, we should understand that the prosthetic impulse is an irremovable feature of our sapien architecture; that we should cease to be human without it; and that it would be foolish to crush this impulse for fear of how it might cause harm. In crushing this impulse we crush the very part of ourselves that can elevate our existence beyond the instinctual. Continuing the dialogue regarding prosthetics is critical, I would think, to our development.
Through prosthetic conceptualization, we learn how all the creations of humanity and the hominid line are, in fact, nature. As awkward as it might be, weapons of mass destruction are as much a manifestation of nature as the swarmed humming of bugs at dusk. Not only is our prosthetic urge to morph our minds and bodies natural, we are also natural through our strengths and our weaknesses as they presently stand.
And if there is such a thing as disability, perhaps it is only a phantom of the sapien hive-mind: a stigma imposed on nature traveling about her business regardless of our neuroses. While it may be natural also, then, to fall into stigma, we can still willingly shape a brighter future for descendants by remaining true to our compassionate selves. The mark of real ability-underlining the success of a wise prosthetic agenda-is to understand that when the Amplified Elephants do well, all of society is moving forward: that society, through the emergence of the Elephants, must have resolved many great challenges of body and mind, and thus taken another meaningful step toward a time when the colossal collective troubles we cause might evaporate before the prosthetic hiveminded impulse articulating right motivation.
Isn't that how the story ends? Through the love between the parent and his greatest creation-his Pinocchio-the prosthesis who doesn't delude us merges with our inner Geppetto to become a new humanity made whole, an articulation of nature's grace, and a real boy.
Must our real children be made only of flesh and blood?
